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Identifying and evaluating the effects of forest community composition on
western larch (Larix occidentalis) growth and development
Background
Western larch (Larix occidentalis) is an important tree species that is exclusive to the inland
northwest region of North America; however, projected climate conditions may have a
profound impact on its ability to grow within this region in the future. Managers and
scientists use growth models to evaluate how forests in this region will develop and change
over time. Such models typically assume that a species’ growth attributes are independent
of community species composition; however, a growing body of evidence suggests that the
mixing of species traits within forest communities can alter how trees grow and develop.
Western larch forests are often composed of various species, not just larch, so uncovering
how species-mixing impacts the growth of western larch can aid in elucidating and managing
larch’s future outcomes. This research aims to identify and evaluate if and how western larch
growth varies across community species composition using a unique long-term forest
inventory data set that is distributed across forest lands in Montana and Idaho.
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Methods & Preliminaries
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Research Question
How does community species composition impact the growth of western larch?
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Hypothesis
Within a forest community, inter-tree competition may be increased when trees with
similar growth traits are mixed or decreased when trees with different growth traits are
mixed, leading to suppressed or enhanced growth rates, respectively.

To accurately capture and evaluate how community species composition impacts the growth
of western larch, I must first account for the variables that are already known to have a
relationship with western larch growth. Of each considered variable type, tree size has been
found to account for the most variation, followed by site, density, and competition.

Methodology
1. Assemble these known variables (tree size, site, density, and competition) within a
flexible modeling framework.
2. Ensure that this “base” model’s architecture is effective in predicting tree growth by
testing it against withheld data.
3. I will add species-composition variables and compare them and assess model
performance before and after their addition.

Yellowing western larch growing in a mixture with lodgepole pine,
ponderosa pine, and Engelmann spruce on the Lolo National Forest

Motivation
❑ Western larch grows with other species
❑ Recent studies have provided evidence that species-mixing can modify tree growth
relationships [1, 2]
❑ Very little research on species-mixing exists in western North American forests
❑ Better informing how larch grows may improve accuracy in estimating future outcomes
❑ Managing diverse mixtures can accommodate diverse management goals

Figure 2:
Map of larch measurement plots in NW Montana. These include plots on the Lolo national forest
near Missoula, and the Kootenai national forest north of the flathead valley.

Figure 3:
Larch growth vs. diameter for a homogenous shade-tolerance mix (orange) and a heterogenous shadetolerance mix (blue), separated into 3 levels of competitive force that trees are subject to by neighbors. In the
middle and right panels, larch in heterogenous mixtures exhibit higher growth rates compared to
homogenous mixtures.

Discussion
❑ If these types of trends appear throughout the data set, there would be
evidence that we should modify how we think about western larch
❑ If using a shade tolerance index effectively improves these growth
relationships, then it could provide strong insights into how tree species
interact
❑ Well-informed growth models can help us better prepare for an uncertain
future

Figure 1:
Simulated tree growth relationship (black) and modified versions
with complementary effects (blue) and enhanced competitive
effects (red). The arrows indicate the impacts of complementary
effects (up) and competitive effects (down) on tree growth

A team of researchers (Christian Mercado, Katya Brown) collecting data on a permanent measurement plot
in a dense western larch stand in Montana. Trees are marked and painted to aid in long-term tracking.
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